




(R)evolution is inevitable; 
we remain in control 
when we remember 

our center. 
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Spectrum
By Taylor Martin

Often I find myself lost in the grey. I watch, floating and biding time, 
as others soar and leap and land safely on either side of me. They 
choose easily and quickly between black and white. Right and wrong. I 
marvel at their decisiveness; me, the wavering mess, incapable of such 
confidence.
Or maybe they are the incapable ones; they with their adamant claims, 
with arms waving insistently, ready to be called on, itching to defend 
and argue over their hastily formed opinions. Perhaps they do not 
possess my maturity, my open mind, my patience and humility. Few 
would disagree that there is an advantage to seeing both sides.
Such things I contemplate while hopping from foot to foot, biting my 
lip and spinning my wheels. Some of them look on in expectance, or 
perhaps amusement, as I take hesitant steps this way, that way. The 
majority don’t notice or concern themselves with my stumbling figure, 
turning in circles through foggy uncertainty and conflict, eyes darting.
I have a few companions, at least. We steal glances at each other, 
desperate for guidance, like children trapped onstage who have forgotten 
what to do. Most of the time, we stare into the distance at those self-
assured individuals who do not struggle as we do.
Self-assured, or arrogant? Ignorant?
You see now how my decisions are perpetually unmade.
But I suppose their word is not law. Perhaps, in the grey, there is 
more to learn than could ever be found in the white or black.



Roots
By Angela Huang

In the midst of a quiet, frozen pasture, 
an ancient tree stands still and alone.
Its tired body is hunched over, 
dragging long, wrinkled arms
along the barren winter soil. 

Laden with unpleasant brown knobs
and peeling barks of skin, 
forest creatures and humans pay no heed
to the unattractive figure.  

With every blast of biting wind,
small snaps sound from the swaying body. 
Dry, shredded leaves scurry
away from the tree’s shadow.

Beneath the top-layer soil, 
hidden muscular roots are locked in a tight grip,
continuously drinking up precious nutrients, 
competing to live, 
straining for just one more day.

Alas, the blue ice thaws into streams.
Yellow sunlight casts a warm good morning 
upon the new feathers of spring birds, and
the ancient tree survives yet another year.
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Vortex of Hope - Garrett Kelly



The Parasite’s Ballad
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By Natasha Pillai

I am a little leech
A thing of fear and dread
If I have no host to feed upon
A month will leave me dead
I hate being a parasite
I wish I could be free
But, alas, I am a prisoner of
A cruel biology

My host, he is a giving one
I know I shouldn’t whine
He shares with me all of his food
He gives me all his time
But I can’t live on blood alone
I need his love to live
And herein lies the problem
He has no love to give

His mind is set against me
His heart is cold and dry
I can’t draw compassion off him
No matter how I try
And any love he shows me
It all rings hollow still
He knows a mockery of me
A ghost that I can’t fill

I need him, I resent him
I think he knows it too
But I can’t live without him
I don’t know what to do
And no matter how I wander
No matter how I roam
I know I must return to him
“Hello, Dad, I’m home.”

Stopwatch
By Micah West

          he man walked over to the mantel. He knew that this day would come 
eventually; he had counted the hours, minutes, and seconds for the past week.  He 
had checked and rechecked, and this was it. His last hour on earth.  He opened up 
the small box on the mantel and lifted out a small, gold pocket watch.  What a small 
thing to hold a man’s life, he thought— and yet it held his. It only had one hand, 
which didn’t seem to be moving. It was very close to the top. He had prepared for this 
ever since the man had given it to him, telling him that it would count down his hours 
on earth.  His family was set financially; he had made sure of that.  The only trouble 
had been saying goodbye. He watched the hand move closer…closer…he was puzzled. 
He felt fine! How often he had wondered the very same question that was now going 
through his head: exactly how would it happen? Would he be killed in an accident? 
A murder, perhaps? Sometimes he couldn’t help but hope that it was something like 
that: something dramatic. Why not go out with a bang? He had for a time attempted 
to thwart it, but his family was worried about his paranoia. He somehow knew that it 
was inevitable, though. The hand moved closer—it was barely a fraction of a millimeter 
away: too close to measure.  Suddenly, the gravity of the situation hit him, and he 
panicked. How? How? He checked the windows—no axe-murderers.  He looked at 
the ceiling, searching for cracks or sags.  There was nothing! He stared at the hand; 
his entire world centered on the little piece of wire. The hand struck home. There was 
a click as loud as a hammer drop to him, and he felt a small pain on his palm. He 
dropped the watch and saw the little drop of blood, mixed with a white liquid…He 
gasped, and fell to the floor with a small thump.

T
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Spotlight
By Rachel Grove

I need a Spotlight,
Something beautiful,
bright and wonderful,
that will hide my faults in shadow
and shine so brilliantly
on my strengths.
I need a Spotlight,
under which I can thrive,
like a plant in the sun.
I need a light
To bring me out of the dark,
which is so deep,
velvety and smothering.
And though I am
so truly comfortable here
I do not wish
to die here—
unknown, and so alone,
despite it all.
So bring me a Spotlight,
And make it beautiful,
bright and wonderful,
one that will hide my faults in shadow
and shine so brilliantly
on my strengths.
Give me reason to hope
to laugh and to create
while I stand here,
smile and wait,
for the time when my name
will be called upon
when I am no longer
unknown or alone—
Give me a reason to live
while I wait, impatient,
to feel it bright,
my very own Spotlight.

Unconsciousness - Brooke Brezette
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Staring at Heaven
By Chris Dumrique

There are moments in my life when time seems to come to a standstill. 
Fleeting memories enrapture my mind as the light begins to fade. 

My reminiscence of the past seems so vague, but the small amounts of 
sensation, splendid and passionate, linger. They are breaths of life, even as I 
struggle to breathe.

Her words gave me peace and mine gave her love for the moments they 
remained in the air. The warmth of her touch, a touch that reached into my 
soul, seemed to last forever. It was obvious what was to be done, as if our silent 
breaths were whispering: Kiss me.

But I couldn’t hold on. An ember of resentment burned everything we 
created together, until the words of rescue passed by me without a trace 
and the sensations escaped my grasp. The only words left to be said were: 
Goodbye, forever.

These visions and memories ceaselessly evoke what I had locked inside: the 
emotions, the bliss, but the pain as well. All the images of what should be 
long forgotten refuse to let me find peace but

Why can’t I look away?

God, this must be hell.

But the view is beautiful.

Mind’s Eye - Conner Walden
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The Psalm of the Complacent
By Natasha Pillai

The 1% is my shepherd; I live in want
For green paper they maketh me toil, though I see not the fruit of my labor
By stagnant scripture they lead me
They restoreth my debt, and leadeth me by paths of their own making for their 
     names’ sake
Yes, though I walk through their valley of lies, I fear my own shadow, for they 
     are always watching
Their clubs and pepper spray, they corral me

You prepare a table for me in sight of the wolves, for I am to be the meal
You poison me with lies, so as to go down better
My suffering runneth over, to my children and my children’s children
Surely ignorance and poverty shall follow me all the days of my life
And I will dwell in your slaughterhouses
Forever.

Days of Black
By Nilanjana Pati

     Every day is a new day. Isn’t that what they say? Somewhere out in the middle of nowhere 
someone came up with that. Right there on the spot, he just went completely “I’m-going-to-
change-the-world”. Well lucky him. He can have every darn day he wants. I have one. 
     Every day is the same. 
     Repetition.
     Recurrence. 
     I know exactly what’s going to happen and I can’t change it. I can’t rebel. I can’t decide 
what my life is going to be like because I don’t decide that, they do. I don’t decide the events 
of my own day, they do. I don’t decide the way I’m going to act because I know how I’m 
supposed to act. I’m supposed to sit here quietly, in this dark room forever, while they 
examine me from some far off camera. What the heck? How can they even see me in here? 
Maybe they blinded me. Maybe they gave me some kind of eye drop that will do the opposite 
of what eye drops do. So, maybe it’s temporary. Or, you know, they poked my eyes out and 
gave me some morphine that will last until I die. 
     My point is, I can’t control them, and I can’t control myself. They control me, and 
sometimes I break, I admit, I’ll cry and scream and hit the walls... I can’t even see the stupid 
walls. But I think they understand and they let me take a break from this uniform darkness 
and add some sound. 
     Or maybe I’m just crazy. 
     Wouldn’t it help if they came in one day, just to say hi? If they made me their friend, I 
would be much more compliant. I would try and help them in their tests. If they exist. 
     But is every day ever really a new day? Even to a regular person, someone who isn’t stuck 
in a room, with no sight to help them. All I see is black but black is the existence of no color. 
Black is what you see when there is nothing therefore black is the existence of nothing. Do I 
even exist? Based on this theory...
     Why would interior designers want rooms to be decorated with black? Why are our TVs 
black? Our laptops, cell phones, music playing devices, bookshelves, walls, bed alarm clocks, 
posters, fans, lamp stands, purses, drawers, stuffed animals, shirts, scarves, books, gum, stress 
balls? 
     Black is the existence of nothing. But can we have so much of nothing in this world of 
ours? Have we created... nothingness? 
     What if I get up and walk? Right now, what if I get up and walk to the wall, what if I hit 
it? 
     It is black. It is nothing. But I still feel the pain, the nerves shooting up my arm sending 
messages in less than microseconds to my brain where sensors tell my arm to hurt.  Pain is 
psychological. 
     So what is black then? Is it nothingness or is it just an imitation of nothingness? If I am 
amidst a room of black am I alive or am I nothing? 
     Am I just an imitation of nothing? 
     I stroke the floor with my hands. I can see nothing but blackness. 
     Or maybe, I can see nothing at all.
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Time Machine
By Jonathan Ridgely

Back in time from humble beginnings,

Back when having fun didn’t mean winning.

Back in time when relationships revolved around cartoons and movies,

Back when I thought all of  the girls had cooties.

Back in time when I got tucked in bed at night,

Back when I begged for the monsters not to give me a fright.

Back in time when getting in trouble was a slap on the hand,

Back when you did not need a life plan.

Back in time when I thought I was an adult at age eight,

Back when vegetables were the only things I’d hate.

Back in time when eating food didn’t make you fatter,

Back when your appearance didn’t matter.

Programming the time machine to take me back there,

“Onward to happiness,” I thought, sitting in my chair. 

Yet still in my mind, something felt wrong,

Something glued in my memory, like the tune to a catchy song.

Wait! Maybe I don’t need a time machine to revisit the past,

Realizing this crazy theory, I exclaimed, “At last!”

I’ve realized this is who I was back then,

And I still am now, forever a kid.

The Masquerade
By Tyler Redlich

Feathered masks with glittered seams surface the ballroom

Waves of unfamiliar faces dancing a familiar dance

Mystery in synchrony; simultaneous beats of butterfly wings

Subtle smiles, subtle steps

Hand in hand

Right left, right left

A sea of something similar yet mysterious

Daintily dressed guests drifting like waves

Backwards forwards, back again

Swaying the same sway

Up down, up down

Exchanging illusory expression

All is Lost in a beautiful mystery

Bliss on the ballroom floor 
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Without Inhibition
By Soojee Chung

Please don’t wake me up in the morning
When there are no obligations to be met
I want my slumber to flutter away on its own
With the sunlit warmth kissing my cheeks

Please don’t tell me to write a schedule
Outlining every single hour of every single day
I want to live each second without rigidity 
To leave room for spontaneity and surprise

Please don’t make me clean my room
Even when layers of chaos litter the floor
I want to feel presence and life among the mess
In familiarity of which the clutter brings comfort 

Please don’t accuse me of idleness 
For indolence leads no motive for my actions
I just want to take each step at my own pace
To override useless strain with a little bit of joy
 

Uncertainty - Andrew Drury
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Moonlight at Night
By Nikita Choudhary

     Our innermost thoughts, those we’d never share, the unspeakable 

desires and our heart’s despair…these are the things from which a night is 

born. With the darkness comes a reprieve, a chance at freedom, as some 

think it may be because the world is full of unfortunate dreamers—those 

who dare not dream in the day. The world is full of thrill seekers who dare 

not seek in the day. The world is full of personalities that dare not show 

themselves in the light. There are those who cannot bear the morning sun, 

for with its rise, all is revealed and no flaw can be concealed. There are 

those who wait for the sun to set for their life to truly begin.  

     Over the world, gracing the night, the moon watches and the stars 

laugh and cry, twinkling in their delight. These celestial bodies, as far as 

they may seem, are witnesses to the night’s sins and victories. Unlike the 

sun, shedding light on each and every thing, the moon is selective in its 

intensity. It peeks through but a few windows, and shines in its borrowed 

glory, not imposing, not seeking to be noticed, simply existing. But the 

moon is there, even if some do not notice. And so are the stars, whether 

they are counted or not. They are the pride of the night; for the night does 

not make the same mistake as the day. The night knows what the day does 

not, that with continued silence and inexpression there is the reward—or 

punishment—of invisibility.

“A Curious Query”
By Chengxi Li

If Curiosity kills a cat, 

How would it be charged?

With manslaughter or murder, or

Would it remain at large?

And is it “it” or he or she?

What would be its gender?

If Curiosity is female

How’ll we apprehend her?

And if he happens to be male,

Once we apprehend him,

What kind of loony lawyer lad

Would step up to defend him?

I’m curious to know the answers to the questions in this text.

But if Curiosity kills felines, then, I could be next…
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The Home
By Alexandria Johnson

The small Yaupon tree thrashes against my window as the wind pummels 
against it, tearing at its limbs. The sky is a disgusting combination of green 
and grey; the dark clouds slowly release their small soldiers on the ground. I 
watch the window from my bed, where I have lain for weeks, and marvel at 
the brutality the winds show against the landscape.  The cries from the winds 
outside clash with the eerie silence of the Home; the everyday chatter of the 
gossiping nurses and doctors has abandoned the space. The occasional faint 
cough or moan from another elderly patient is the only indicator that I am 
indeed not alone. It is far too quiet in here.

The lights begin their dance as they flicker on and off, turning my room 
from a soft white hue to the dismal dark grey of the storm’s lighting and 
back again. I watch through my window the sky as it darkens, watch the 
cloud’s soldiers as they gather upon the ground, multiply on my window, and 
run through the air, beating against the flowers and bushes that line the 
gardens of the Home. The tree continues to knock upon my window as the 
wind enhances its assault upon it. I listen for any sound of muffled footsteps 
in the hallways, but none reach my ears, the silence still plagues the Home. 
The clicks of my machines, that continue to re-occur as they inject their 
regular anti psychotic medications, and the raspy sound of my breaths, as I 
take them through my tracheal tube and ventilator, are the only sounds that 
resonate inside my room. Other than that, the wind, and the upset rain I can 
hear nothing. It is far too quiet.

I watch the water for another hour as it forms together on the ground, rising 
in its depth. The small shrubs of the gardens are covered by the cloud’s army 
and the larger ones are close to surrender. The electricity raises its white flag 
to the storm, stealing away the light from the Home. The machines attached 
to me continue to click and hum, dependent on backup power to continue 
their duty. The Home is now filled with mumbles from the other patients—
ones calling out for a nurse or to see who is in there with them. Only patients 
reciprocate, confirming my fears of abandonment by the Help. The muffled 

mutterings of my neighbors continue, scared and worried. I remain silent, 
listening, but more intent on watching the leaves as they wade through the 
increasing army. The mumblings fade, people either falling back asleep or 
losing what to say, leaving the Home uncomfortably empty once more. It is 
far too quiet.

The ground shakes briefly, and under the screams of the wind an echoing 
crack is heard. I watch the gardens as the cloud’s reinforcements are joined 
by a new army—reinforcements to finish the battle they have already won. 
Water rolls into more water, sliding up in a wall against my window. Small 
streams of soldiers begin to seep in through the bottom of my conquered 
window, falling down from the window sill to the floor in a coordinated 
fashion. Screams fill the hallways as the forces invade their victim’s camps. 
A loud crash echoes through the halls from the front of the building, water 
starts to run in under my door, laying siege to the ground. The battalion 
rises inch upon inch, grabbing hold of the skirt of my bed and crawling up 
it. I lie there, listening to the panicked shouts of the patients and watch the 
legion battle the dry space. My voice now joins the screams against the flood 
of forces, withered as it is. I can only lie motionless, just my head and mouth 
moving. The bed skirt now floats upon the water as the flooding army rises 
up towards my mattress, latching onto it and making its advancements. I 
close my eyes and pray for the troops to dissipate, to fall back, as the cold 
water now touches my wrinkled hand. I will my body to move, but that 
option disappeared a long time ago. The massive regiment covers my legs 
and body and is rising upon my neck. I turn to look at the window, covered 
by dark water, to see the Yaupon tree pressed against it. As the water rises, I 
watch the young tree as it is torn from its Home, carried away by the rushing 
waters, floating into the dark army. The cold water swells higher…

It is much, much too quiet now.

In memory of the thirty four elderly patients who died during Hurricane 
Katrina in the St. Rita’s Nursing Home in the Saint Bernard Parish of 
Louisiana on Monday, August 29th, 2005. 
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I Wrote This for an Add-In Grade
By Brianna Youngblood

I wrote this for an add-in grade
No more, no less
I wrote this for an add-in grade
So it may not be my best

There is no deeper meaning
No insightful thought 
No character development
No real sense of plot

Its simple words that I have spewed 
Upon this gentle page
Hoping madly, with all hope
That I may raise my grade

I wrote this for an add-in grade
As per my teacher’s deal
I wrote this for an add-in grade
Not because I feel 

Anything toward this piece of writing 
Nope just apathy
It may get in, it may not
That’s as the editors see

I think I’m finished now
With this poem, tried and true
I don’t really know how 
I could continue

I wrote this for an add-in grade
I hope you understand
I wrote this for an add-in grade
Just because I can

Fallen - Taylor Brill
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                                                                                                                                                       I
                                                                                                                                                        am
                                                                                                                                                       here
                                                                                                                                                 thinking

  over and over; 
what is it like to feel?

I would think that it is
somewhat like a candle

flame, burning bright
until the wick is

no more.
The feelings  of   passion are

extinguished,  there   are  few
emotions  left. If  so, I  should
rather not  feel  at all, if   only

 to  bypass   the  monotony   of
life   afterwards.   Then  again, 
how do  you know if   you are

feeling at all?  Is there a  sharp
 pinprick of pain  like  that  of a 
flame when  you   run  curious 

fingers through it?  Perhaps  an
area buried  deep   inside  your 
brain is suddenly  lit  up, like a 

flame  in a dark room.  Is there, 
perchance,  a   heat    spreading
throughout  the  body,  a steady

dripdripdrip as your logic slowly 
melts away? Is there a sign at all, 

even?  Am  I  unable to see it? Is
there    maybe   something   else,

something   that   I  am   missing?
Or… perhaps our feelings are not like the
flame or the  wick, but rather  the wax.  It 

melts off, steadily dripping
down into the base where 

it collects and hardens into 
a new form. A more malleable form. We put in a new wick, and light our emotions once more,
tenacious to the end. Though we may burn down, we will always rise up from the ashes once

again in triumph, somehow stronger and wiser than we were before.

The Candle
By Megan Dillinger

Magnificent Power - Kate LeBlanc
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Peace
By Paul Russell

It’s the hope in our hearts,

It’s as calm as the creeks,

It’s the patience to listen,

When the winter wind speaks.

In your eyes,

On your lips,

In your voice,

In your words,

You give away its presence,

Set it free like a bird.

Will you spread it?

Will you keep it?

Do you have it at all?

Without peace we’re pieces,

And divided we fall.

If You Really Knew
By Kailee Wilson

If you really knew him
Maybe you would find out the deeper truth
That this young man’s life can be so grim
With each cut taking away from his youth

Taking the small knife to his pulsing wrist
Wondering what will happen when he’s gone
He cries thinking he will not be missed
Feeling like the ugly duck, not a swan

His life is hard with this hard depression
The only fix is an unpleasant pain
So he walks around without expression
Not having a clue on how to explain

But a girl comes around and finds him aid
Helping the young man away from the blade

If you really knew her
Then you would see the passion in her eyes
It seemed as if she had it all going right
But her love for life was just a disguise 
Faking a lit candle, being a blown out light 

She so was close to giving up all hope
Just wanting to leave everything behind
Because that was the way she knew to cope
Until she met the boy who changed her mind

She helped him stop and he helped her see
Nobody else understood each other more
Together they set one another free
Solving the problems to their internal war

And then they lived. Loved. Thrived.
Celebrating happiness for all the years they were deprived. 
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I am unable to describe my experience with any acute accuracy; 
however, if I were to say nothing then you would absolutely try 
to revisit this place. And though eventually I am sure that will 
happen, I take solace in the fact that I tried to save you—for I 
cannot save myself.

Kepler 22-B was located some 600 light years away from Earth; it 
was important in that it appeared the most promising for life to 
exist. The proper distance from its star, and the correct mass 
of the planet itself caused scientists to fall in love. A short 
time after its discovery, a hideously large donation was committed 
to NASA and preparation began for a manned journey. Plans were 
developed, and soon a project was underway for two men to travel 
to Kepler 22-B.

One of those men was me.  Through loyal service, various 
accomplishments in the Air-Force, and some more or less ethical 
manipulations of the alarm clocks of several other candidates, I 
was selected for the job. The other man, a mere year younger than 
I at 28, was a quirky fellow with a large smile and polite British 
vernacular.  I shared his excitement, but unlike him, I tended 
to hold my emotions in a more controlled fashion. Despite our 
differences in personality, the both of us were overjoyed as we 
received the news we were to go, and within a year the mission was 
ready to begin.

The journey took six years even utilizing the fastest and most 
advanced technology ever created by mankind. Via medically induced 
coma prior to our arrival, we needed to bring but a petty sum of 
food.  Upon reaching Kepler 22-B, the two of us awoke. I gazed out 
the window with my shipmate; no glisteningly wonderful picture of 
Earth could ever compare to this astonishing work of beauty. The 
size of the planet had been under estimated, and it stood some 
three times larger than Earth.  It had a dark cloud cover sprawled 
across the churning atmosphere, rich with movement. Through the 
gaps in the clouds, the surface was exposed to us, and we studied 
it with some care.

Boots #4 - Emma Riggs

Void
By Blake Seaman
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Stretching across the planet in a particularly unorganized 
fashion were blue rivers, but these were of a blue many times 
more deep and vivid than those of Earth. All but purple with an 
almost detectable transparent nature that perplexed the eyes. 
They glistened in contrast to the visible land, which was a 
dark woodland-like brown. There was no green anywhere. I felt 
some uneasiness as I began to indulge in this ocean of visual 
curiosity.

The view was indeed incredible, so much so that we had forgotten 
to speak into the log and turn on the various cameras and 
instruments. As we described the sight to the microphones situated 
next to the computer, I noticed the screen; it displayed the 
camera’s view of the surface. The screen had a glow far less 
interesting than that outside of the window, almost animated in 
nature, dotted with static. I thought the quality of our cameras 
would have captured the beauty more elaborately, but I took it as 
nothing of concern.

Hours of calculation and reporting ensued as we bombarded the 
surface with a variety of lasers and sensors so as to calculate 
the various necessary data needed before even thinking about 
entering the planet’s atmosphere. The long wait paid off as all 
of our tests showed a reasonable temperature for the onboard suits 
to withstand and what appeared to be more or less solid formations 
to land on. Another long series of mathematical equations was 
performed, and we were ready to land on the surface, but after 
thirteen hours of strenuous work and measurements, we retired to 
the sleeping area prior to beginning our descent. I still could 
not lose some of the peculiar uneasiness that had settled in me.

I awoke to a quiet sound in the middle of the night.  Looking 
around the cabin, I noticed a blinking light. After floating over 
to it, I read the label, “Airlock Indicator.” My head snapped 
around the cabin where I saw nothing; my shipmate was gone. 
Frantically, I searched around, but I found nothing; my heart 
rattled in my chest, and my lungs pulsed in a similar fashion. As 
the height of my panic ensued, I heard a thumping at the window.
I turned to see my shipmate banging his hand on the window. I 
rushed to the glass to find that his face had turned blue, and his 

eyes had frozen over. His mouth lay open as his body convulsed 
before my eyes. After several moments of this, his movements 
slowed, and with his final effort of strength, he moved his hand 
to the window. In a painful response, I moved my hand to meet his 
across the glass, but then his hand collapsed, his eyes closed, 
and he floated away into space. I slowly began to weep, and the 
world went dark.

My eyes snapped open as my shipmate shook me awake. “Are you 
ok? You’ve worked up a nasty sweat,” he said to me as I began to 
relax. I nodded to him in appreciation, and we both went about the 
morning. It was not long before the moment arrived when we began 
the descent, and we proceeded to strap ourselves into our seats as 
gravity began to take hold.

A great fire overtook the windows. The cabin grew blinding as the 
light overtook it. The shaking and loud roaring of the descent 
was deafening. I turned to my shipmate who smiled and gave me 
a thumbs up. I did the same as I closed my eyes and waited for 
it to be over. After a while, the shaking and sound came to a 
gradual stop, and I opened my eyes to see the cabin’s windows 
back to their normal light. But, why was it not brighter? We were 
in the atmosphere now; why was there no bright sky? I unbuckled 
my restraints and moved to the window; peering out of it, I was 
greeted by the most frightening of sights.

Black…oh it was so black. It was as if all light had gone from 
it. The mountains and hills, they were but silhouettes in space. 
Black silhouettes, in black space, with but a minute hint of rough 
texture. Tormenting waves of fear resonated throughout my body as 
I realized that there were no stars. The sky was but a black abyss 
somehow separable from the land below.

The rivers now appeared more like cracks in the ground. Bleeding 
out from the land, they stood stagnant with a soft but violent 
purple glow, and in their stillness, they now seemed absolutely 
transparent, as if inviting a view of something far below. There 
was nothing but a deep and endless glow about them, and my eyes 
strained to look.
As I looked closer, I thought I could see something in them. No, 
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it was like a pale white stain in them. No, it was on the window. 
As I pulled back, I saw now, barely visible on the window, a film 
of something, and I could only feel horror as I knew; it was a 
handprint.

My eyes widened, and my mouth dropped down as my heart sank to my 
feet.  Everything slowed down, and though I saw no movement, it 
felt like time itself had begun to but drag along. I shivered with 
the realization my shipmate had never come to the window with me; 
I had to muster all of my might to turn my head slowly around. 
Inch by inch, my chin rounded my shoulder, and I felt childish as 
the fear I felt burned in my body. The farther I got, the hotter 
the burning, until finally I had turned around.

Standing there, not a foot in front of me was my shipmate. He 
still had the pleasant smile on his face that had been present 
when we had made our descent. My breathing was now ecstatic as I 
hyperventilated the thin air of the cabin. “Shhhhhhh,” he sounded 
as he extended his hand to my shoulder. “It’s alright.”

He stood there, smiling as time went on. It seemed as if his face 
had locked into my vision. No matter which way I tried to tweak 
my head, I saw only his smiling face. I no longer heard his voice 
after a while, and soon nothing was audible to me.  My body grew 
numb, and soon I no longer seemed able to move. In fact, I had 
lost feeling everywhere. Ever so slowly, his face drifted away, 
and I sensed nothing. I was alone.

My mind began exploding with feelings and thoughts I had never 
before even begun to ponder. Images of everything, and of 
nothing, passed through my mind. Everything was rushing, and every 
fiber left of my being shook with a violent outcry of agony and 
fantastic beauty.  The images and feelings accelerated, and soon I 
felt things that I truly can not describe. But they are beginning 
to slow, and less and less I feel conscious.

Who am I? Why am I here? Where am I? What am I? I…I feel the 
universe…Why is this happening?...I am…Scared…Darkness…So Cold…
I…I… … … *click*

END TRANSMISSION

Seashells - Jacob Boline
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Impression
By Taylor Martin

I am strong, yet I am weak; wise but also foolish.

I am a tumbling paradox, full of contradiction and controversy.

Because how can anyone be defined?

We are all made up of different sides, always stretching and 

shrinking in every direction possible; crossing spectrums back and 

forth between intakes of breath.

We are not definite. We cannot be defined.

I am a shifting shape, swaying and spinning through the black.

I am all things and none.

We are indescribable beings.

We are not definite.

Oh The Wonder of It All - Kate LeBlanc
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An Overdue Epiphany
By Cameron Christie

There you all are

boys filled with zealous rage

desperately clamoring for war

Fight the terrorists!

The infidels!

The commies!

The gooks!

The krauts!

The japs!

“Kill ‘em all!” 

You say

“I’ll do it myself!”

For Country!

Religion!

Honor!

Revenge!

And then you arrive

halfway ‘round the world

Cheers
By Chris Dumrique

Here’s to those
Who try

Their hardest to be good enough,
Who wait for the one special person to pass by and to

Acknowledge them,
Even when it’s a struggle to simply

Say Hello.
Cheers to those who deserve so much more
Than what the cruel fates

Give them
They know how to count their

Blessings
Even when they have so few.
Here’s to those who listen to the same song repeatedly
Or talk with supporting friends for hours

Because
The poetry of the lyrics and the guidance of the

Words mean so much. 
The only things they want, the only things

They need
Are within their grasp, but denied to them.
The hope is for

Someone to
Believe that they’re worth something,
To help them smile when they want to cry.
Cheers to those who end up wasting their wishes upon shooting stars
On someone who will never 

Care.
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And you see

the IEDs

and the booby traps

and the landmines

And the bodies

and the stench 

And the death

The bombs dropping

the civilians burning

and the countless corpses littering the city streets

And you ask

“How did it come to this?”

And you remember that you were once a boy

filled with zealous rage

desperately clamoring for war

The Pupil - Hannah Walsh
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Better Left Unknown
By Roger Lam

We seek answers for what we do not know,

things that cannot be explained,

in a never-ending search to fully understand.

We waste our lives, 

searching for an answer to every question,

stripping the world for clues,

scavenging every corner for hints,

mining for the mineral of information,

considering every idea.

However, when the day comes,

where we know all the good,

and all the bad,

have discovered all,

question nothing,

and understand things that were never meant to have 

been understood,

then what would we do? 

Our thirst for knowledge has been quenched.

Our unending curiosity, ended.

Our purpose, nullified by our own actions.

A world with countless answers,

but only one unanswerable question:

“What now?”

Poem - Kailee Wilson
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